Doppler myocardial imaging: a new method of data acquisition for three-dimensional echocardiography.
The precise morphologic characteristics of any intracardiac tumor have important implications regarding surgical planning and operative repair. Three-dimensional echocardiography has proved to be a valuable clinical technique in this field. Current methods of three-dimensional reconstruction of two-dimensional images are based on the standard gray-scale imaging technique. However, precordial gray-scale data-set information is frequently of suboptimal quality because of data degradation caused by ultrasound attenuation by chest wall structures. This has limited the use of the transthoracic three-dimensional technique to "echogenic" patients. Doppler myocardial imaging (DMI), a new ultrasound technique based on the Doppler principle, is influenced less by chest wall attenuation and in addition offers a better boundary detection algorithm for the cardiac structures. To determine if there may be a potential benefit of DMI to acquire data for three-dimensional reconstruction, a 33-year-old woman with a large intracardiac mass was studied. In this case three-dimensional gray-scale and DMI data sets were compared and contrasted with pathologic information. DMI allowed both the qualification of mass volume and the correct definition of the morphology of the mass. It was also possible to identify the precise site of attachment of the mass to the mitral valve leaflets. The information thus obtained was correlated with both operative and pathologic findings.